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History Curriculum Rationale

INTRODUCTION AND AIMS OF CURRICULUM

We aim, first and foremost, to develop a love of learning about History. With this in mind we developed the

curricula for all year groups to reflect areas in which the subject teachers have a passion and those which have

been successful in engrossing students in the subject matter.

It is also crucial within the subject of History to ensure that key topics have coverage and that the History

curriculum performs its ‘moral duty’ as a vehicle of British Values, SMSC and key lessons from the past. After

all, ‘Those who do not learn from History are condemned to repeat it.’ - Santayana. This famous quote

illustrates how crucial History is for our students and how the curriculum, therefore, has a duty to educate

students about the mistakes of the past and better prepare them for the future.

We use Google Classroom to support the development of students' digital skills and this also supports their

learning in the classroom, from low stakes quizzes to enabling teachers to support the individual needs of each

student (e.g. individualised instruction).  This combination has been proven to be successful by the Sutton

Trust and therefore is something which we strive to embed.

As knowledge underpins so much of the learning, and we have developed a knowledge rich curriculum, we

also utilise knowledge organisers at key stages 3 and 4 to support student learning and knowledge retrieval.

This is to ensure that students can embed knowledge into their long term memory which will support them in

later life and learning.

As a Faculty we are also keen to support students' cultural capital and the curriculum has been designed to do

this. To expose all students to new knowledge, concepts, material, learning and places.  This has been a

challenge due to Covid but part of the catch up programme in History is to restart trips, visits, access to

primary evidence and improve our cultural capital offering.

Our choice of GCSE and GCE topics and boards also reflects our desire for students to encounter a wide range

of topics and essential knowledge for their next steps in life.

The partial school closures in 2020 and 2021 meant that there were some changes to the anticipated

curriculum and the ways in which it was delivered. The decision was made to continue with the curriculum

map from that year but to streamline it to enable it to be taught digitally and for work to be completed

remotely. As History is a largely chronological subject this was the best approach to avoid gaps or confusion.  It

did result in gaps in skills, however, as students in key stages 3-5 were covering content but not as many skills

or completing assessments which meant that the gaps focussed on in the summer term of 2021 were those in

skill acquisition.  As a result, summer of 2021 curriculum map focussed less on the specific knowledge

prescribed in the curriculum map but more on using knowledge covered to enable skills to be developed and

rehearsed. For example, source and interpretation interrogation within the Jack the Ripper topic in Year 8.



INTENT

The following bullet points represent the key aims of the History programme of education:

1. Engage students in the subject matter to create curious and engrossed learners

2. Instil an understanding of chronology
3. Knowledge is taught to be remembered and not encountered - this is key to each and every lesson

from the first lesson in Y7 to the last in Y13

4. Equip students with relevant and appropriate skills such as analysis and interrogation of evidence and

interpretations, source utility, cause and consequence, significance, use of detailed knowledge and

application of this to answer a question using balance and all of the aforementioned skills. These skills

are essential for life in the 21st century

5. CIAG (see skills above) - ensuring that students understand the purpose of the lessons not only from a

historical perspective but also looking forward to how these skills equip them for future studies and

employment (also reflected in Faculty displays)

6. British Values - democracy and rule of law in particular are key foci on the curricula, from Medieval

development of government and law to different ways in which these key values have been subverted

and perverted throughout history (such as Jack the Ripper, Nazi Germany etc)

7. Celebrating British history and learning from our mistakes - from victory over fashism and reasons to

be proud to be British to slavery and why we need to learn from our own mistakes as a country to

making judgements on those less clear cut periods of history such as Dunkirk - was this a victory or a

defeat?

8. Prepare students for the rigours of further study within the subject through the development of

knowledge and skills

9. Develop literacy and numeracy through extended pieces of writing as well as numeracy tasks

including chronological understanding, dates and use of data as evidence etc.

10. Support yet challenge all abilities

11. Embed resilience through tasks created to challenge and opportunities to reflect on these challenges;

where success was achieved and how to learn from areas of weakness/development (AfL)

12. Develop and add to students cultural capital through the provision of a wide ranging curriculum

offering access to new concepts, evidence, places etc

13. Use of academic language in lessons both verbally and in written form to support student

understanding and access to complex academic language



IMPLEMENTATION - KS3

The table below shows which aims are being achieved in which topic areas (see curriculum map for more details on content):

Year 7 topics (by half term)
1 lesson a week

Year 8 (by half term)
1 lesson a week

Year 9 (by half term)
2 lessons a week

Medieval England
Use of evidence, succession
crisis, battles of 1066, William I
consolidation of power

1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

Medieval England
Church, medicine, punishment,
governance, Becket, Black
Death

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,1
3

Tudor England
Henry VIII and his rule, Elizabeth
I and her rule

1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

Stewarts, Civil War & Renaissance
Gunpowder plot, Civil War, Cromwell, Great
Plague, Great Fire of London

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

French Revolution and the rule of
Napoleon
Causes, main events of the revolution,
Napoleon and his rule, Napoleonic Wars

1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,13

Slavery, Empire and the American
Civil War
Slave trade, abolition in Britain, Civil War in
the US

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

Industrial Britain & WW1
Britain as an industrial nation and case studies of
Whitechapel and Jack the Ripper and the Titanic. (For Y9 in
2021 this will be amended to cover the slavery and empire
unit which was taught remotely and has been re-designed.
This is to ensure that key content is taught and no key
concepts are lacking as a result of Covid school closures)
Causes of WW1 and life on the Western Front, main
battles and armistice/Treaty of Versailles

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

Nazi Germany & WW2
Rise of Hitler, consolidation of power and life in Nazi
Germany including the Holocaust.
WW2 main battles and the Home Front in Britain

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13

Home Front & Post WW2 world studies
Home front in Britain, Stalin’s Russia, Cold War, Civil Rights
movement in the USA, 9/11 and Iraq War, local history

1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13



IMPLEMENTATION - KS4

At KS4 we teach the Edexcel GCSE, studying Anglo-Saxons and Norman England, Medicine Through Time, American West and Weimar and Nazi

Germany. We chose these topics based on their engaging subject content and teacher specialisms.

At KS5 we teach the OCR GCE, studying Britain 1930-1997, French revolution and Napoleon, Russia and its Rulers and the Independent Study

unit which we focus on the Holocaust. We chose these topics based on their engaging subject content and teacher specialisms.

See Assessment Calendar for assessment types and frequency.

With GCSE and GCE curricula, much is set and determined by the examination boards and the requirements of the examinations, however all of

the 1-12 intent statements still apply!

Content covered in KS4 and KS5:

Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13

Anglo-Saxon and Norman
England

Medicine through time and the
Western Front in WW1

American West

Weimar and Nazi Germany

France in Revolution

Britain 1930-1997

Russia and its Rulers 1855-1964

Personal Enquiry (NEA)
Taught content on the Holocaust



The idea that knowledge is taught to be remembered and not encountered runs through all lessons and is done through teaching methods

and revisiting of key skills and concepts as well as they use and prioritisation of academic language in the classroom and the opportunity to

connect and consolidate in each lesson (connect to prior learning and then consolidate new learning). (See lesson resources and planning).

Another key theme throughout the curriculum (in all year groups) is promoting a love of reading and using age-appropriate reading material to

support and challenge learners at all levels. (for example, HPA Y11 students using GCE level material as part of their ‘challenge texts’ and

interpretations). We also reflect this in the learning environment with displays showing which extra-curricular reading will support their

knowledge and link with the Library to support and encourage the use of this.

We were keen to ensure that the topics covered encounter important and influential individuals from a range of backgrounds, ethnicities and

both genders. For example, the work of Black Americans in the abolition of slavery, Civil Rights leaders like Martin Luther King and the work of

Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole, the FANY etc.

Second order concepts are also important and as a result we have built in a range of these for students to engage with and to be assessed on

(but not always in a formal way to ensure variety and provide opportunities for resilience and AfL). These second order concepts include:

consequence, significance, source evaluation (utility), cause, importance, change & continuity, similarity & difference. These are the SoCs that

are required at GCSE so through the development of these skills we are also preparing students for further study without a narrowing of the

curriculum.

The same key skills are developed throughout KS3 (second order concepts) to enable students to embed certain concepts and skills. This also

assists in students developing mastery of skills and retention of knowledge (with frequent revisiting tasks). (see curriculum map and schemes

of learning/PPTs containing lessons and activities).

We identified that Y6 students are beginning to develop some of these key skills but some do not have distinct History lessons so we believe

that a chronological study of one time period is best to begin with in years 7 and 8.

In Y9 it is important to engage students as this is their options year but also to continue developing the same skills as before. By this age, we

believe students are mature enough to undertake the study of Nazi Germany, including the Holocaust and as we have more time available to us

in Y9 we are able to study these topics in more depth, suiting the age and ability levels of students. Y9 is also crucial for preparing students for



further study in History as well as other subjects (through skill development). It may also be the last time they study the subject so it is

necessary that they study certain content which we believe is essential (the Holocaust, for example).

Resources within the Faculty support the curriculum, including schemes of learning, lesson resources and teaching aids to support all staff

members including non-specialist teachers.

Homework supports learning and complements the in-class tasks and assessments. There are a variety of homework tasks throughout all year

groups to ensure variety and engagement. Many of these use the knowledge organisers to support their preparation for low stakes quizzes in

order to boost resilience as well as build/support the retention of knowledge. (see planning documents for Y7-9)

Support and challenge for all ability groups is provided in each and every topic, being more evident/visible in some (evidence tasks, for

example). Each topic area across all curricula have challenge activities and writing mats/literacy support/stuck wall resources to support those

who need it.  This is consolidated by resilience activities such as AfL based activities to ensure students learn from mistakes and that this is

seen as a positive learning experience opportunity. (See lesson resources on Google Drive to see examples)

IMPACT - what knowledge and skills have pupils gained? Is this in line with expectations?

● 2021-2022 sees a new curriculum for KS3 History and therefore it is difficult to assess the impact
● Student engagement in lessons is good and lesson observations show that teaching is high quality and that students are engrossed in

their learning
● Data suggests that students in KS4 and 5 achieve well and many go on to further study in History in Pingle 6th Form and at university
● Recruitment at KS4 and KS5 is very high - this suggests that engagement is good and students enjoy their learning and that they have

gained sufficient knowledge and skills to feel confident taking their study of the subject further
● Retention at KS4 and KS5 is very high which further supports the above assertions


